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Your Lecturer

Make believe artist.

Sixteenth century 

print culture nerd.

Not really an art historian, either.

• RenaissanceNetherlands.com

• Facebook.com/RenaissanceNetherlands

• HugoVanHarlo.com
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Our Goal

1. To better understand the aesthetic and 

compositional qualities of intaglio 

prints from the sixteenth century as 

a source for C&I work in the SCA.

2. To know how and where to find extant 

examples to reference in our work.
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Criteria:

Given the nature of SCA award scrolls, we 

will be looking at prints that combine text 

and images together.

• Text-heavy placards? No.

• Purely illustrative engravings? No.



Caveat:

We will be looking at creating facsimiles of 

intaglio prints and letterpress work via 

hand-drawn pen and ink methods.

• There are similarly pieces in ink, but 

that’s outside the purview of our class.

• (But please do some copperplate engravings if you want; that’s rad.)



Today’s Agenda

• 9:05 16th Century Printmaking 

and Artistic Movements

• 9:10 Common Categories and 

Characteristics of the Era

• 9:25 Survey of Prints

• 9:50 Q&A
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16TH CENTURY 
PRINTMAKING 
AND ARTISTIC 
MOVEMENTS



History of European Printing

• Printing began in the 15th century with large woodcuts that 

included text before Gutenberg developed moveable type. 

Artists and woodcut artisans were separate.

• Copper/silverplate engraving followed from the 

goldsmiths, and the artist & engraver were the same person. 

Acidic etching then followed.

• By the 16th century, print became widespread, helped by 

the 1527 sack of Rome. Printed materials were made for 

many functions and across social classes.

• Newspapers evolve out of pamphlets in the 17th century.
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The High Renaissance and Mannerism

• The High Renaissance spanned c. 1490 – 1525 and saw the 

sublime, graceful, and highly realistic work by such masters 

as da Vinci, Michelangelo, and Raphael.

• Mannerism originated as a self-aware reaction to the the

High Renaissance by creating highly stylized, exaggerated 

art. The term itself comes from maniera, Italian for style.

• French Fontainebleau school, the Low Countries artists in 

Antwerp and – later – Haarlem, and the imperial court in 

Prague were all active centers of Northern Mannerism.

• Art moves into the Baroque. Mannerism lasted later North.
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CATEGORIES AND 
CHARACTERISTICS



Categories and Characteristics

• Illustrative and ornamental prints can 

be classified into distinct categories 

based on format and use.

• Prints from the sixteenth century often 

shared similar characteristics or 

common stylistic conventions.
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Common Categories

CATEGORIES AND CHARACTERISTICS



Broadsides
Some of the very first instances of 

“mass media” were broadsides (or 

broadsheets), printed on single 

sheets and intended for wide, 

public distribution.

Right:

The sheepfold of Christ

Hans Sebald Beham, 1524
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Frontispieces

The “title pages” of books (no 

illustrative covers or book titles on 

the spines of books, remember) 

were often both ornate and 

featured a lot of text.

Right:

Bishop’s Bible Frontispiece

Frans Hogenberg, 1568
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Books and Prints of
Ornament

Individual engravers 

and publishers would 

release purely 

decorative reference 

works that other 

artists could use and 

that the public could 

purchase as art.
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Cartography

Individual engravers 

and publishers would 

release purely 

decorative reference 

works that other 

artists could use and 

that the public could 

purchase as art.
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Frequent Characteristics

CATEGORIES AND CHARACTERISTICS



Mannerist Strapwork and Scrollwork
Arguably the most distinctive 

feature of mid to late 16th 

century prints was the use of 

ornamental strapwork and 

scrollwork on borders and 

cartouches – and in 

architecture and a myriad of 

other settings.

Here is a 1584 example of 

scrollwork from Hendrick 

Goltzius. 

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collectio

n/RP-P-OB-10.409
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https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-OB-10.409


Strapwork Example by Hans Vredeman de Vries
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Note the thin, ribbon 

shaped motifs around 

the border. This is an 

example of strapwork

in conjunction with 

scrollwork.

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/nl

/collectie/RP-P-1898-A-20173

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/nl/collectie/RP-P-1898-A-20173


Scroll & Strapwork in Map Cartouches
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Architectural
Motifs

Prints from this century were often 

inspired by the new Renaissance 

era architectural wonders across 

the Italian peninsula. Resultingly, 

woodcuts and engravings 

frequently took on an architectural, 

monumental weight of their own.

Hans Holbein, c. 1531

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-

OB-4510
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https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-OB-4510


Grotesques and 
Renaissance Arabesques

Intricate, interlocking 

linework that is either 

explicitly floral in motif 

or evocative of it.

c. 1530 print by Peter Flötner
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Chiaroscuro

An intaglio technique most 

commonly seen on 15th-mid 16th 

century woodcuts that using two 

or three different blocks with 

different ink tints to achieve 

multiple colors.

A technique ripe for emulation in 

an SCA award scroll context.

Lovers surprised by Death

by Hans Burgkmair, c. 1520
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Letterpress Text & Typefaces (i.e. “Hands”)

Romans

Blackletters and

More Blackletters

• Willem Silvius’ Leyden Afdrucksel

• Mercator’s lettering book

• Dürer’s Unterweysung der 

Messung (A Course on the 

Art of Measurement)
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Color

Prints were often 

colored. The palette 

and sources of those 

colors is another 

lecture all in itself!
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For More on Painted Prints

For a wealth of 

additional information 

on painted prints, see 

Susan Dackerman’s

book Painted Prints.

http://www.psupress.org/books/titles/0-271-

02234-5.html
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Mannerist or Baroque?
Mannerist works tended to have

straighter lines and clearer shapes 

with more exaggerated forms.

Baroque used more flowing forms, 

integrated floral features, and more 

elegant shapes.

The difference is subtle.

An example of early Baroque work:

Antonio Tempesta, c. 1625

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-

H-G-113
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https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-H-G-113


SURVEY OF PRINTS



Peeter Baltens, 1585

• Multiple finely detailed engravings 

on a single broadside

• Complex, dense typesetting 

https://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_o

nline/collection_object_details.aspx?objectId=1427198&p

artId=1

29

https://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?objectId=1427198&partId=1


Paul de la Houve, 
1599
• Let’s be honest, this slide is really a 

gratuitous reason to show the 

“Wookie Suit” of wolf skins.

• But look at the densely written 

italic script – that’s all from the 

copperplate engraving, itself.

https://digi.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/fwhb/klebeband18
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https://digi.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/fwhb/klebeband18


Lucas Cranach, 1554

• Distinctly mid-century German 

style in honor – or in eulogy of –

important regional figures, this 

being Johan Frederick, the Elector 

of Saxony

• Large portrait with accompanying 

heraldic arms

• Introductory title at the top of the 

print with accompanying prose 

below, usually split into two or 

three columns
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After Tobias 
Stimmer, 1580
• Comparatively late period for a 

finely detailed woodcut (the detail 

is possible at such a comparatively 

large size).

• Note how much of the broadside is 

the woodcut itself.

• Text in the footer in three columns 

and surrounded by ornaments.

https://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_o

nline/collection_object_details.aspx?objectId=1427198&p

artId=1
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On the Following Slide:
1583 Memorial Broadside of Johann Casimir of 
Bavaria, Duke of Palatinate-Lautern
• Note the horizontal, “landscape” orientation of this broadside:

The woodcut portrait to the right and supporting letterpress text to the left

• Center-aligned introductory text is a relatively common feature

• Text in two different languages (and scripts): Latin and, below in the footer, Greek

https://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?objectId=3335124&partId=1
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https://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?objectId=3335124&partId=1
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On the Following Slide:
Two Portrait Prints by Hendrick Goltzius.
C. 1581
• Most highly developed, exquisitely ornate examples of portraiture prints

• LOOK AT ALL THE ORNAMENTATION

Lots of finely detailed scrollwork

• Heraldic arms at the top of both prints

• Text captions in the footers

• Inset additional vignettes

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-1940-257

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/NG-569-A
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https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-1940-257
https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/NG-569-A
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Conrad Goltz, after 
Hendrick Goltzius,
c.1585
• Allegory of Vanity and the other 

deadly sins

• Beautiful, highly detailed piece

• Central subject matter and 

accompanying text is a second, 

separate engraving from the 

ornamental border with the six 

other figures.

• Would require very careful work 

with the award text.

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-1939-

304
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https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-1939-304


On the Following Slide:
Two Pieces by Marten de Vos and the Wierix
Printmaking & Publishing Family, c. 1578
• Two circular subject engravings surrounded by ornamentation

• Parts of a larger series

• Scenes taken from the Dutch Revolt, specifically, but the examples here 

are indicative of the larger trend of “real life” art engraved into prints

• Very, very ornate, with lots of architectural scrollwork, 

classical Greco-Roman figures, plant life, and detail

• Text placed in a cartouche at the bottom of the print –

a very common convention for the Mannerists

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-OB-67.035

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-1968-167
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https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-OB-67.035
https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-1968-167
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David de Negker, c. 
1580

• Another example of a central, 

circular image (this is a woodcut)

• Simpler type ornamentation and 

text treatment

• Example of a religious subject 

(which can be related to the also-

common allegorical prints)

https://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_o

nline/collection_object_details.aspx?objectId=1427113&p

artId=1
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Unknown Engraver, 
1567, Published by 
Wylliam Gryffith

• Interesting mix of typefaces

• Otherwise very simple 

ornamentation and woodcut

• British Isles seems to have tended 

towards simpler / cheaper 

woodcuts longer than the 

Continent did. 

• An example that not everything 

printed was ornate or complex.

https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/a-caveat-for-

common-cursetors-1567
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Konrad Graner, 1581

• An example of a text-heavy, 

three-column layout broadside

• Use of three separate woodcuts, 

not aesthetically cohesive.

• Interesting use of type ornaments 

as borders and dividers between 

the text columns (needs to be 

viewed zoomed in to appreciate).

http://daten.digitale-

sammlungen.de/~db/0009/bsb00095858/images/
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Durer, c. 1501

• Unusual layout with the central 

woodcut surrounded by text

• Note the large drop cap in the top 

right that sets off the left column of 

the poem.

• The woodcut is captioned with a 

large blackletter “Saint Sebald.”

https://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_o

nline/collection_object_details.aspx?objectId=1338955&p

artId=1
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Frontispiece by Egbert van Panderen, c. 1620-30
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Nice example of a title 

page that allows for a 

great deal of text.

Interesting transitional 

example of Mannerist 

styles moving into the 

Baroque.

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en

/collection/RP-P-OB-24.383

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-OB-24.383


On the Following Slide:
Two Frontispieces by Philips Galle, c. 1585

• Two examples of text-prominent title pages with purely ornamental 

(i.e. no illustrative engravings or woodcuts) decoration.

• The seashell layout is a fascinating example of how engravers 

could manipulate text in a way that letterpress could not.

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-1898-A-19944

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-1898-A-19926
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https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-1898-A-19926
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Giovanni Maggi, 
c. 1600
• Nice example of the monumental 

or architectural motif along with 

classical figures or sculpture

• Also note the ready application 

of heraldic arms.

• Cartouche is filled with densely 

inscribed text – an apropos 

reference for award texts.

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-1908-

40
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Frontispiece by Adriaen Collaert, c. 1600
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Lovely title page with 

simple border, 

detailed scrollwork, 

nature motifs, and 

generous use of 

whitepsace.

Note the bold use of 

original color!

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en

/collection/RP-P-1997-86

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-1997-86


On the Following Slide:
Two Frontispieces by an
Anonymous Flemish Engraver, c. 1599
• Nice use of color

• One with classical figures / sculpture with relatively minimal ornamentation

• The other uses contemporary representations of Albrecht and Isabella, 

then-regents of the southern Habsburg Netherlands in conjunction with heavy

architectural motifs

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/BI-B-FM-032-30

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/BI-B-FM-032-31
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https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/BI-B-FM-032-30
https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/BI-B-FM-032-31
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On the Following Slide:
Hans Schäufelein, 1547
Seven Scenes from Christ’s Passion
• Interesting, complex layout with seven vignetted scenes 

with individual woodcuts and accompanying texts

• Very simple (and poorly pressed) border

• Lovely example of extant color

https://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?objectId=1355264&partId=1
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Hanns Glaser, 1561

• Even cheap broadsides could be 

painted – although whether it was 

applied by the printer or a member 

of the public after the sheets were 

disseminated into the community 

is uncertain

http://opac.nebis.ch/F/?local_base=NEBIS&con_lng=G

ER&func=find-b&find_code=SYS&request=005289279
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IN SUMMARY



If You Remember Nothing Else,
Remember These Points:
• By the 16th century, print was a widespread form of media and 

art created for many purposes and for all social classes.

• Broadsides (broadsheets) and frontispieces (title pages of books) 
will provide the most numerous examples to reference when 
creating original C&I work.

• Ornament and pattern books as well as contemporary 
cartography are also sources to consider for examples.

• Complex scrollwork and strapwork is the vital key to capturing 
and replicating the sixteenth century Mannerist aesthetic. Crib 
from extant examples!

• A careful attention to your calligraphy in emulating letterpress 
typefaces will also help cement the period aesthetic.
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The End
Thanks for 
joining me 

today!

Thank You!



APPENDIX



Notable Engravers, Printers, and Publishers
• Albrecht Dürer: 1471–1528, German

• Peter Flötner: c. 1490 – 1546, German

• Andrea Mantegna: d. 1506, Italian

• Cristofano Robetta: 1462–1535, Italian

• Jacopo de' Barbari: 1440-1516, Italian

• Christophe Plantin: c. 1520 –1589, Low Countries

• Philip Galle: 1537 –1612, Low Countries

• Hans Vredeman de Vries: 1527 – c. 1607, Low Countries

• Hieronymus Cock: 1518 –1570, Low Countries

• Jost Amman: 1539 –1591, Swiss-German

• Abraham de Bruyn: c.1539 – 1587, Low Countries

• Hendrick Goltzius: 1558 –1617, German / Low Countries

• Adriaen Collaert: c. 1560 –1618, Low Countries

• Pieter de Jode the Elder: 1570 –1634, Low Countries
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There are many, many

more artists, printers, and 

publishers whose work is 

worth investigating. Let 

this list be a jumping off 

point for your own 

investigations!



Selected Digitized Collections
• Sixteenth century prints from the Dutch Rijksmuseum:

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/search?f=1&p=1&ps=12&type=print&f.dating.period=16&st=Objects

• Sixteenth century frontispieces from the Rijksmuseum:

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/search?q=Titelprent&f=1&p=2&ps=12&f.dating.period=16&st=Objects&ii=0

• Bavarian State Library’s Collection of Early Modern Broadsides:

https://www.digitale-sammlungen.de/index.html?c=sammlung&projekt=1046961503&l=en

• British Museum’s collection of Broadsides, 1490-1620:

https://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/search.aspx?from=ad&fromDate=1490&to=ad&toDate=1620&o

bject=23798

• Wikimedia Single Sheet Prints Category:

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Single_sheet_prints

• Wikimedia Commons Strapwork Category:

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Strapwork

• The Met’s Collection of Prints from 1400-1600:

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search#!/search?material=Prints&perPage=20&searchField=All&showOnly=wi

thImage&sortBy=relevance&offset=0&pageSize=0&era=A.D.%201400-1600

• Popular Image Collection at the Harry Ransom Center at the Univeristy of Texas:

http://norman.hrc.utexas.edu/fasearch/pdf/00484.pdf
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https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/search?f=1&p=1&ps=12&type=print&f.dating.period=16&st=Objects
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Single_sheet_prints
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Strapwork
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search#!/search?material=Prints&perPage=20&searchField=All&showOnly=withImage&sortBy=relevance&offset=0&pageSize=0&era=A.D.%201400-1600
http://norman.hrc.utexas.edu/fasearch/pdf/00484.pdf
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